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Are you planning to buy Gowise Air Fryer for your
kitchen How about reading our complete review first
Know about the pros, cons and features now!

PALM BEACH GARDENS, FL, UNITED STATES,
February 26, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Gowise Air
Fryer electric air fryer is a second generation model
of air fryers of GoWise. This air fryer is nicely
equipped with a carry handle and with a detachable
basket. Like the other GoWise air fryers his air fryer
will also allow you to enjoy your food with no oil or
no extra added calories.

This air fryer features Temperature and Timer
control. Gowise Air Fryer has two different knobs for
Time and Temperature.

This fryer has many other features, but it gets it’s
popularity mainly because of the detachable basket
from the Frying chamber.

Temperature ranges from 175 degree- 92 degrees.
All of these make very easy to use this air fryer.
Undoubtedly, the GoWISE USA GW22622 second
generation is a low-fat air fryer that offers you a
healthier way of cooking rather than deep frying. Now in this review, we will discuss some of the best
features of this air fryer.

Get the best price on Amazon.

Gowise Air Fryer Review

Rapid Air Circulation System
GoWISE USA GW22622 electric air fryer system makes use of the rapid air circulation system. This
system circulates the air at high speed from all directions while cooking the food.

There is a fan which blows the hot air all around the food. This system makes sure that the food is
evenly cooked from all the side.

Alternative of Deep Frying

Gowise Air Fryer offers one to fry chicken, French fries, onion rings etc. in a very different way than
deep frying.

However, this air fryer is not entirely greaseless. GoWISE USA GW22622 needs one tablespoon of oil
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to fry anything nicely. But if you are cooking precooked frozen snacks then you can go totally oil free.
Safety

Gowise Air Fryer comes with all the safety features. For example, it has a stay cool handle which
won’t heat up during the cooking process.

Moreover, it is designed with a switch and automatic standby mode. This feature allows the air fryer to
turn off automatically once the frying is done. One doesn’t need to worry about overcooking while
using it.
Lastly, all the GoWise air fryers are ETL certified. This ELT mark proved that the air fryers are totally
safe products according to the North American safety standards.

Detachable Basket

GoWISE USA GW22622 air fryer has a detachable basket which will make the serving part very easy
or you. One can just detach the basket from the fryer and then serve the snacks. This removable
basket also helps you to clean the air fryer.

Negative Sides
•	For the frozen foods this air fryer is the best option. However, sometimes homemade foods face a
little difficulty to fry in this air fryer.
•	You don’t have any color option.
•	There is no viewing window from where you can time to time check the food.

Final Words

GoWISE USA GW22622 air fryer makes it’s identity with many cool features at a very reasonable
price.
If you want to have a healthy life, then we will surely recommend you to for this air fryer. This air fryer
has received many positive reviews on Amazon. Gowise Air Fryer is an air fryer that your kitchen must
have. You won’t regret after buying this air fryer.

Get the best price on GoWISE USA GW22622 and other air fryer models at Amazon.
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